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Cisco Webex is a cloud collaboration platform that provides messaging, calling and meeting 

features. This White Paper provides an overview of the security features of Cisco Webex Room 

devices that register to the Webex cloud. * 
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Introduction 

Cisco Webex Rooms video devices are rich collaboration devices that allow real time 

video conferencing, content sharing, whiteboarding, and much more. All with the 

opportunity to include remote team members. 

Webex video devices are available in several forms: 

• Webex Desk Series 

• Webex Board Series 

• Webex Room Series 

This document focuses on the implementation of security in Webex video devices. 

Webex Rooms Software 

Devices arrive with software from the factory and usually this software is current enough 

to allow onboarding to Webex. At the time of writing the minimum recommended 

software version to do this is CE9.8. If older software is installed, it may be necessary to 

first download the latest software from the cisco.com website and upload it to the 

device. Prior to onboarding, software images can be uploaded through the web interface 

of the device. 

If new software is loaded onto the device, it will perform an integrity check of the file and 

also verify the signature of the file before proceeding to install it. It is not possible to 

install software on to the device that is not signed by Cisco. The Touch 10, Quad 

Camera, Room Series, Board Series, Desk Series, and DX80 also reverify the software 

signature during boot. 
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Figure 1 – RoomOS software validation: digital signature verification 

By default, an admin user is created to access the video device. It is recommended that a 

strong password is set on this user after powerup. However, when onboarding to Webex, 

by default all local users are disabled on the device. There is no root user account active 

on the device. 

Secure Data Storage 

Any Webex Room configuration data, such as settings and images, is encrypted and 

stored in non-volatile memory. The encryption key is stored in the device EEPROM and is 

deleted on factory reset of the device, making any stored data inaccessible. Real time 

data such as audio and video information for an active video call is stored in volatile 

memory, the encryption keys are removed between calls and all data is wiped when the 

system is restarted. Access to the information on a device is limited to the methods 

outlined in the Webex Rooms Configuration section, otherwise access is not possible 

without special software and/or special hardware, which cannot be obtained 

commercially. 

Where a video device can access files or whiteboards, these are stored in the Webex 

cloud. This data follows the normal retention period for Webex messaging data – 

configurable in Control Hub. Any whiteboards created on shared mode devices are 

deleted from the device every night, the timing of this data deletion is configurable. Note 

that if a whiteboard has been created and then added to a space, it is no longer affected 

by this nightly data deletion as it is no longer owned by the device but the space. 
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End-to-End Encryption of User Generated Content 

Webex Room devices can request end-to-end encryption keys to access secure content 

created by users of Webex Messaging and Calendaring services. Webex Room devices 

participate in end-to-end encryption for the following services: 

• Calendaring and One Button To Push (OBTP) meeting join functionality 

• Whiteboarding  

• To retrieve and present files shared in Webex messaging spaces 

Like Webex apps, Webex Room devices can request end-to-end encryption keys from 

the Webex Key Management Service and use these keys to encrypt and decrypt content. 

End-to-end encryption keys, OAuth access tokens, and content for Webex messaging 

spaces and calendar events are not persistently stored in RoomOS. OAuth Refresh 

Tokens are securely stored by RoomOS and are renewed when access tokens are 

renewed. 

For more information on how end-to-end encryption works for Webex messaging and 

calendaring services see: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cloudCollaboration/spark/

esp/cisco-spark-security-white-paper.pdf  

Onboarding Webex Rooms to the Webex Cloud 

Cisco Webex Control Hub provides a simple interface to onboard and activate Cisco 

Webex Room personal and shared devices. Device onboarding can be done easily using 

a 16-digit activation code generated in Webex Control Hub. Once the devices are 

onboarded, an administrator has visibility into the details and states of those devices. An 

administrator is also able to update selected configuration settings from Webex Control 

Hub, such as turn on a settings lock to prevent end-users from changing a room device 

configuration using a touch panel. 

 

https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cloudCollaboration/spark/esp/cisco-spark-security-white-paper.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cloudCollaboration/spark/esp/cisco-spark-security-white-paper.pdf
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Figure 2 – Webex Room Onboarding: Activation Code, Discovery Service 

At the beginning of the onboarding process the Webex Room device establishes a TLS 

connection with the Webex Global Discovery service (certificate trust anchors for the TLS 

connection are installed in the device during manufacture) and send the service its 

activation code. The 16-digit activation code identifies the organization that the device 

belongs as well as the machine account for the device. The organizational information in 

the code is used by the Webex discovery service to redirect the device to the Webex 

identity service.  

 

 

Figure 3 - Webex Room Onboarding: Secure Remote Password protocol (SRP) connection to identity service 

The Webex Room device establishes an encrypted TLS connection to the Webex identity 

service. To provide an extra layer of security against TLS interception attacks, the device 
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uses Secure Remote Password protocol (SRP) to create an additional encrypted 

connection to the identity service, and uses this tunnel to download the OAuth tokens 

and additional Certificate trust anchors that the device needs to register to and use 

Webex services. 

Secure Remote Password protocol (SRP) is an augmented password-authenticated key 

agreement (PAKE) protocol (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2945). The Webex Room 

device’s activation code is used authenticate the device with the identity service and also 

to establish a password-entangled SRP session key between the device and the identity 

service. A key derivation function (KDF) uses the session key as input to create a 

symmetric AES encryption key that is used encrypt data exchanged between the device 

and identity service. 

Note that during this onboarding stage, Enterprise CA Certificate trust anchors can also 

be downloaded from the identity service into the device, to permit TLS inspection of 

Webex Room signaling traffic by an Enterprise Proxy server. (Customers need to open a 

service request with Cisco TAC to upload their Enterprise CA certificates) 

 

 

Figure 4 - Webex Room Onboarding: Webex Cloud registration 

The Webex Room devices use the installed certificate trust anchors to validate TLS 

server certificates from Webex services, and the OAuth Tokens as a proof of 

authentication and authorized registration to Webex services. 

Connecting to Webex Cloud Services 

Webex Room devices use TLS to establish encrypted signaling connections to services in 

the Webex cloud. Webex cloud services only support TLS version 1.2 and a limited set of 

cipher suites (discussed below). 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2945
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Figure 5 – TLS session establishment from Webex Room devices to the cloud 

Figure 6 - Webex Room Devices: Client to Server TLS cipher suite negotiation, shows 

that during TLS session establishment, the device (TLS client) sends a list of its 

supported cipher suites in order of preference in a Client Hello message to the Webex 

Service (TLS server). The server selects one cipher suite, based on the subset of cipher 

suites that both the client and server support and the server’s preference and returns this 

selected cipher suite to the device in a Server Hello message.  

 

Figure 6 - Webex Room Devices: Client to Server TLS cipher suite negotiation 

TLS Cipher Suites Used by the Webex Cloud 

TLS signaling connections from Webex Room devices to Webex services can negotiate 

only the following strong cipher suites with Webex services, in following order of 

preference: 
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• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384  

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384  

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

These cipher suites meet the guidelines defined in the US National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-52 Revision 2. For more information, see 

Guidelines for the Selection, Configuration, and Use of Transport 4 Layer Security (TLS) 

Implementations. 

Authenticating Webex Cloud Services 

When a Webex Room device establishes a TLS connection to the Webex cloud, the 

Webex server sends its CA signed server certificate, CA Root certificate, and any 

intermediate certificates to the Webex Room device, as shown in Figure 7 - Verifying the 

Authenticity of a Webex Service. Before proceeding with the TLS handshake, the Webex 

Room device validates the chain of certificates to verify the authenticity of the Webex 

service. This certificate verification process is discussed in detail below. 

 

Figure 7 - Verifying the Authenticity of a Webex Service  

Webex Rooms – Certificate Validation 

As part of the TLS handshake protocol, once the Client Hello and Server Hello messages 

have been exchanged and a cipher suite negotiated, the server sends the device a 

Certificate message which includes the CA signed server certificate, intermediate 

certificate and CA root certificate. The Webex Room device performs a series of checks, 

as depicted in Figure 8 - Certificate and Certificate Chain Validation, to validate the 

received certificates and authenticate the Webex service. 

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-52/rev-2/final
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-52/rev-2/final
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Figure 8 - Certificate and Certificate Chain Validation 

The primary processes used to validate the integrity of the chain of certificates sent to 

the device are as follows: 

Certificate Chain — Digital Signature Verification 

Starting with the CA Root certificate, the public key of the certificate is used to decrypt 

the digital signature of the first sub-root intermediate certificate and produce its hash 

value. A hash of the intermediate certificate is then calculated and compared with the 

decrypted hash value, if they match the integrity of intermediate certificate is validated. 

The same process is then repeated with any other intermediate certificates until the 

server certificate is reached. As a final step, the public key of the intermediate certificate 

that signed the server certificate is used to decrypt the digital signature of the server 

certificate and produce its hash value. A hash of the server certificate is then calculated 

and compared with the decrypted hash value, if they match the integrity of server 

certificate is validated. 

Certificate Issuer Verification 

The name of the issuer in the server certificate is compared with the name in the subject 

field of its signing intermediate certificate for matching values. This process continues up 

the certificate chain, until the name of the issuer in the intermediate certificate signed by 

the Root CA certificate is compared with the name in the subject field of the CA Root 
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certificate. Finally, the name of the issuer and subject name should match in the self-

signed CA Root certificate. 

Certificate Validity Period 

The “Valid from” and “Valid until” values in each certificate are checked to make sure 

that each certificate has not expired. 

Server Hostname Validation  

The Webex Room device validates that the name of the service it wants to connect to 

matches a name in the server certificate’s Subject or Subject Alternative Names. 

Secure Media for Webex Rooms  

Webex Room devices use real-time media for audio, video, and content sharing streams. 

Typically, media from any Webex Room device transits from the user’s location to media 

nodes in the Webex cloud, where the streams are mixed and distributed. This is true for 

all call types for example, calls to one other person, and multiparty calls. Optionally, 

instead of media nodes in the Webex cloud, on-premises Video Mesh Nodes (VMNs) 

may also be deployed to mix and distribute media locally. 

Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP)  

Cisco secures all Webex Room media streams using the Secure Real-Time Transport 

Protocol (SRTP), described in RFC 3711. Webex Rooms use the default SRTP cipher 

suite AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 to encrypt and decrypt media streams to and from 

the Webex cloud. Voice and video codecs, the media encryption cipher suite and 

encryption keys are securely negotiated over HTTPS, using SDES described in RFC 4568.  

 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3711
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4568
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Figure 9 - Webex Room encrypted media and signaling connections to the Webex cloud 

Transport Protocols for Encrypted Media 

Webex Room devices support UDP, TCP and TLS as transport protocols for media.  

In line with RFC 3550 RTP – A Transport Protocol for Real Time Applications, Cisco 

prefers and strongly recommends the use of UDP as the transport protocol for Webex 

Room voice and video media streams. Being a connectionless transport protocol, UDP 

does not guarantee that all packets will be delivered, or delivered in the order that they 

were sent, to the upper layer application (in this case the voice or video codec). With 

UDP, the codec ignores mis-ordered packets and conceals those that are lost en-route, 

so as to render the real time media stream with as little delay as possible. 

Webex Room devices also support TCP as a fallback media transport protocol. However, 

Cisco does not recommend TCP as a transport protocol for voice and video media 

streams, as TCP is connection oriented and designed to reliably deliver correctly ordered 

data to upper layer applications. Using TCP, the sender retransmits lost packets until they 

are acknowledged, and the receiver buffers the packet stream until the lost packets are 

recovered. For media streams, this behavior manifests itself as increased latency or jitter 

and in turn this affects the media quality experienced by the call’s participants. 

  

Webex Room devices also support TLS (secured TCP) as a tertiary option for media 

transport. Note that media sent over TLS from Room devices does not traverse a TLS 

Proxy server, if one is configured on the device. 

Webex Room media flows in both directions using a symmetric inside-initiated, 5-tuple 

(source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, protocol) 

stream outbound to the Webex cloud. 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3550
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Webex Rooms also use STUN (RFC 5389) for firewall traversal and media node 

reachability testing. 

Media Transport Protocols: Source and Destination Port Numbers 

Webex Rooms use the following source and destination transport protocol port numbers 

for real time media. The IP subnets used by Webex cloud media service can be found 

here: https://help.webex.com/en-us/WBX000028782 

Transport Protocol Source Ports Destination Port 

UDP Voice: 52050-52099 5004 

Video: 52200-52299 

TCP Ephemeral 5004 

TLS Ephemeral 443 

 

DSCP Values for Media Streams 

Webex Room devices use the following Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values 

for media traffic: 

• Voice: Expedited Forwarding (EF) DSCP 46 

• Video: Assured Forwarding (AF41) DSCP 34 

The DSCP values used by Webex Room devices align with those in RFC 4594 -

Configuration Guidelines for DiffServ Service Classes.  

The DSCP values in the media traffic sent by Webex Room devices can be used to queue 

and preferentially treat voice and video streams as they traverse the enterprise network. 

Webex media streams traversing the internet will generally have their DSCP values, set to 

zero, by the internet service provider. For media using the UDP transport protocol, the 

zeroed DSCP values in returning media streams sent over the internet can be re-set by 

an enterprise edge router, by using the UDP source port ranges to identify the voice and 

video streams. 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5389
https://help.webex.com/en-us/WBX000028782
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Webex Rooms – Media Node Reachability Testing 

Webex Room devices use a media node discovery process at start up, when network 

connections change, and then periodically, to determine the reachability of media node 

clusters available to their organization (cloud media nodes and on-premises Video Mesh 

Nodes). During call establishment, the Webex Room device sends its reachability report 

to the Webex cloud. Based on the available transport protocol (UDP/TCP/TLS), Round 

Trip Times (RTT) and resource availability, the Webex cloud determines the media node 

that will be used by each device. As shown in Figure 10 - Media and Signaling: A call 

between two Webex Room devices, media cascade connections are established if 

multiple media servers are used in a call. 

 

Figure 10 - Media and Signaling: A call between two Webex Room devices 

Zero Trust Security for Webex Rooms and Webex Meetings 

Zero Trust Security for Webex Meetings is a new framework for end-to-end encryption 

and identity verification that is built on industry standard cryptographic protocols. Zero 

Trust Security allows Webex Room devices and Webex apps to:  

• Join Webex Meetings using a new standards-based form of End to End (E2E) 

Encryption (where Cisco does not have access to the meeting encryption).  
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• Use End to End Identity, where user and device identities can be 

independently verified, by a non Webex Certificate authority. 

Zero Trust security consists of three layers that add an additional end-to-end layer of 

protection on top of standard SRTP media encryption and SSO based authentication. 

• Identity: E2E identity requires that devices have credentials that prove their 

identity. Zero Trust Security for Webex Meetings uses the Automated 

Certificate Management Environment (ACME) protocol together with some 

extensions to leverage enterprise identity systems, to allow Webex to provide 

high-grade identity assurance with a seamless user experience. 

• Key Exchange: Devices participating in an E2E meeting need to set up keys for 

E2E encryption without the conferencing provider being able to access those 

keys. Zero Trust Security for Webex Meetings uses Messaging Layer Security 

(MLS) protocol for key exchange. MLS is an emerging standard that builds on 

technologies developed in the open-source community and puts them in a 

rigorous, formally-verified setting. 

• Content Protection: To protect the media in a Webex Meeting using end-to-

end encryption. Zero Trust Security uses SFrame (for “Secure Frames”) a fast 

and simple encryption framework for encrypting real-time media, which allows 

an extra layer of encryption to be added with minimal overhead. 

The roll-out of Zero Trust security for Webex Room devices commences in Q1 CY2021. 

For more details on Webex Zero Trust Security see: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-

744553.html  

Webex Rooms Configuration 

Once a device is onboarded onto Webex the first step an administrator may wish to take 

is to configure it. Configuration of the device is possible with several methods: 

• Cisco Webex Control Hub 

• Video Device web interface 

• Application Programming Interface (API) 

The following sections discuss each source of configuration from a security perspective. 

  

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8555
https://messaginglayersecurity.rocks/
https://messaginglayersecurity.rocks/
https://hal.laas.fr/INRIA/hal-02425229
https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/1189
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-omara-sframe
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-744553.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-744553.html
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Cisco Webex Control Hub 

Control Hub allows for configuration of several areas of interest security-wise, including: 

• Face Recognition - Name Labels 

• Cisco Webex Assistant 

• Automatic Crash Reporting 

• Device Configurations 

• Remote Access Key 

When you enable face recognition from Control Hub for your organization, you can send 

an email to invite your users to enroll. It includes a link that users can follow to add a 

photo of themselves and sign up. Once both the organization setting is enabled and a 

user has enrolled, that user can be recognized by Webex when they are seen by a Room, 

Board, or Desk Series device. Further information on the security of face recognition can 

be found in the Face Recognition and Name Labels section. 

Once enabled from Control Hub, Webex Assistant provides a quick and convenient way 

for anyone to use their voice to interact with Room, Board and Desk Series devices. 

Further information on the security of Webex Assistant can be found in the Webex 

Assistant section below. 

Automatic Crash Reporting uploads logs to Cisco in the event of a video device crashes. 

This helps Cisco diagnose problems independently of raised support cases. Crash 

reports can include user and organization identifiers, user agent strings, sanitized 

browser strings, client IP addresses, and user device MAC addresses. All information is 

treated confidentially and used solely for product quality enhancement. 

You can access a subset of advanced configurations for individual video devices directly 

from Control Hub. Configurations can be viewed and edited and any changes will then be 

made on the video device using the same secure communication methods discussed 

above. 

Control Hub also allows generation of a Remote Support Key for a video device. The use 

of this key may be requested by Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC) in order to 

troubleshoot a problem. Once the key is generated it must be sent to TAC who will then 

use an internal tool to convert this to an authentication method directly on the video 

device, removing any need for you to generate a user account or provide credentials to 

the video device. You can deactivate the key after the support process is complete, by 

resetting it. 
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It is possible to find the state of the Remote Support User, using xCommand 

UserManagement RemoteSupportUser GetState. If required, it is also possible to 

permanently disable the ability for Remote Support Users to be generated (a factory 

default is required to re-enable the functionality) xCommand UserManagement 

RemoteSupportUser DisablePermanently. 

Video Device Web Interface 

By default, the web interface of a video device is not available to access directly as all 

local user accounts on the video device are deactivated during onboarding. It is possible 

to onboard a device with local user accounts active if using the CLI command xCommand 

Webex Registration Start and specifying SecurityAction: NoAction or by 

using the Cisco Webex Device Connector software. 

If no user accounts are active, it is possible to access the web interface of the video 

device by using the Launch Web Portal option under the Device in Control Hub. This will 

cross launch a browser session to the video device directly and create a temporary local 

user, Webex Admin. This process involves creating a temporary token that is passed to 

the Webex Room through Webex and then also directly through the web browser. Note 

that as a direct connection to the Webex Room is established, the PC connecting to the 

Webex Room must be on a routable subnet. This process can be made more secure by 

uploading a valid certificate to the Webex Room for HTTPS usage. 

Once connected to the web interface it is possible to either activate the admin account or 

create a new user. Users can have multiple roles, Admin, Audit, RoomControl, Integrator, 

and User. The details of the roles and their capabilities can be found in the administrator 

guide for the video device, it is recommended that users with the most limited roles 

possible are used. 

By default, the web interface uses HTTPS. Currently the default minimum version of TLS 

that is used by the webserver is 1.1, but this can be changed to a minimum of 1.2.  

The video device has a self-signed certificate installed and a pre-installed set of 

Certificate Authority certificates. Service Certificates and Certificate Authorities can be 

added from the web interface or the API. A Service Certificate can be used for HTTPS, 

Audit and 802.1X purposes, or a separate certificate can be used for each function. 

Service Certificates use the PEM format and may contain an RSA or DSA encrypted 

private key, with or without a passphrase. Alternatively, a certificate and private key can 

be uploaded separately. Certificate Authority certificates can be added to the device in 

PEM format with one or many certificates in a single file.  
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Application Programming Interface (API) 

There are several ways to access the device API: 

• SSH 

• Telnet1 

• HTTP/HTTPS 

• WebSocket 

• RS-232 / Serial connection2 

• Bot / Webex user 

1Telnet is only available for DX, MX, and SX Series 
2Serial connection is not available for DX Series, Room 55 Dual, and Room 70 

SSH is enabled by default, but authentication will only be possible once a user is 

activated on the video device or if public key authentication is used. The default host key 

mechanism is RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) with a 2048 bit keysize. ECDSA (Elliptic 

Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) with NIST curve P-384 and EdDSA (Edwards-curve 

Digital Signature Algorithm) with ed25519 signature schema can be enabled if required. 

Telnet is disabled by default. Its use is not recommended due to the lack of encryption 

support. 

HTTP/HTTPS API access follows the same principles outlines in the web interface section 

above. Access to the API requires the user to authenticate using HTTP Basic Access 

Authentication as a user with the admin role. 

API Websocket connections are disabled by default, in order to use them they must be 

activated and then they will follow the HTTP/HTTPS settings for connectivity. If only 

HTTPS is enabled, only encrypted websocket connections are allowed. Authentication is 

supported using Basic authentication and the auth protocol header. 

Serial connection may be provided over either a COM port or USB port depending on the 

device. Serial is enabled by default, but by default authentication is required before the 

API can be accessed. Therefore, a user must be activated before this is possible. 

Any Control Hub full admin or device admin is authorized to access the Device API 

through the cloud. See https://developer.webex.com/docs/api/v1/device-configurations 

for more details. 

The xConfiguration Network [n] RemoteAccess Allow setting can be used to 

restrict remote access to HTTP, HTTPS, Websocket, SSH or Telnet on the device from 

https://developer.webex.com/docs/api/v1/device-configurations
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certain remote IPv4/IPv6 addresses. Note that cloud API access is not affected by this 

setting. 

Ethernet Ports 

Some video devices have more than one Ethernet port. On desktop products an 

additional network port is available that acts as a switch. This allows a single Ethernet 

connection to the device that can then be shared with another device such as a PC. 

Other devices have one or more Ethernet ports that only provide a local network to the 

device. It is possible to connect a PC to one of these tertiary network ports and access 

the device, with for instance SSH, but the authentication requirements remain the same. 

Enterprise Network Security 

Most enterprises implement multiple security products and features to protect their 

internal networks and data, and to control external access. Webex Room devices support 

the following enterprise network security features, protocols, and products: 

• VLANs: CDP, 802.1Q 

• Network Access Control (802.1X): EAP-FAST, EAP-TLS 

• Wi-Fi Security: EAP-FAST/ TLS/ TTLS/ PEAP, WPA-EAP/ PSK, WPA2-PSK 

• NAT/Firewall Traversal 

• Proxy Server – Authentication and TLS Inspection 

These security features are discussed at a high level in this document, for more details 

on the Enterprise Network Requirements for Webex services, including Webex IP subnets 

for media and URLs for signaling to services see (and subscribe to) the Network 

Requirements for Webex Services article at: 

https://help.webex.com/article/WBX000028782 

Firewall and Proxy Traversal 

Most security conscious customers deploy both a firewall and proxy server to control 

access from applications and devices in their enterprise networks to the Internet and 

associated cloud services, such as Webex. Specific implementations may vary, but a 

common deployment forces all HTTP/TLS based traffic through a proxy server allowing 

only HTTP/TLS traffic originating from the proxy server to traverse the firewall and reach 

the Internet. Other traffic types such as UDP, TCP, and TLS based media from Webex 

Room devices are not directed to the proxy server, but traverse the firewall only.  

https://help.webex.com/article/WBX000028782
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Note: All Webex Room devices initiate outbound connections only from the enterprise 

network to Webex Cloud services. 

 

Figure 11 - Typical Webex traffic flows through Proxy and Firewall devices 

HTTP Proxy Traffic Inspection and Certificate Pinning 

Traffic inspection by a proxy server, where the proxy decrypts, inspects, and re-encrypts 

the TLS/HTTPS traffic traversing the server is commonly used by security conscious 

customers. Traffic inspection by a proxy server has limited value for Webex Room traffic, 

as decrypting and inspecting traffic only reveals signaling information.  

As shown in Figure 12 - Proxy Server TLS Traffic Inspection, with traffic inspection, the 

proxy server presents its Enterprise CA signed certificate, instead of the Webex service 

certificate, to the Webex Room device. This allows the proxy server to directly establish a 

TLS connection to the Webex Room device and to decrypt and inspect its TLS traffic. 

Similarly, traffic between the proxy server and the Webex service can also be 

encrypted/decrypted and inspected. 
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Figure 12 - Proxy Server TLS Traffic Inspection 

Webex Room devices validate certificates during TLS session establishment to verify that 

they originate from Webex services. With traffic inspection by the proxy server, the 

enterprise CA signed certificate sent by the proxy will not match the expected public CA 

signed Webex server certificates. In this case, the Webex Room device searches its trust 

store for a certificate that matches the one received from the proxy server. If a matching 

certificate is found, the TLS connection from the Webex Room device to the proxy server 

is allowed to be established. 

As described earlier, during the Webex Room device onboarding stage, Enterprise CA 

Certificate trust anchors can also be downloaded from the Webex identity service into 

the device, so as to permit TLS inspection of Webex Room signaling traffic by an 

Enterprise Proxy server. (Customers need to open a service request with Cisco TAC to 

upload their Enterprise CA certificates to the Webex Cloud identity service.) 

Webex Rooms – Proximity Detection and Pairing with Webex Apps 

Webex desktop and mobile applications can use proximity to pair with Webex Room 

devices for device control and content sharing.  

Webex Room devices use ultrasonic signaling and tokens to pair with Webex apps. In 

Figure 13 - Ultrasound Pairing between Webex Apps and Webex Room Devices unique 

tokens are generated by the Webex cloud every 30 seconds and securely sent over TLS 

to the Webex Room device, which emits these tokens using ultrasound from the device 

speakers. A Webex app within range of the ultrasound signal* can use the received token 

to pair with Webex Room device, by sending the token to the Webex cloud service. Once 

the Webex Room device and Webex app are paired, newly emitted tokens must be 
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received by the Webex app and sent to the Webex cloud service to maintain the paired 

connection. 

Proximity on a Webex Room can be disabled by setting the ultrasound volume to zero. 

* One reason for using ultrasound for proximity detection is its limited range; ultrasound 

signals typically do not pass through walls, limiting the pairing token’s range to the 

enclosed room that the endpoint is placed within. 

 

Figure 13 - Ultrasound Pairing between Webex Apps and Webex Room Devices 

Figure 14 - Content sharing between Webex Apps and Webex Room Devices shows that 

once the paired connection between the Webex Room device and Webex app has been 

established using the Webex cloud, Webex app can control the Webex device, for 

example to make calls, mute, and so on, and also share content on the Webex Room 

device. Both the Webex app and the Webex Room device use their existing TLS 

connections to the Webex cloud, to exchange call control signaling and media for 

content sharing. 
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Figure 14 - Content sharing between Webex Apps and Webex Room Devices 

Other Webex Room Device Discovery Mechanisms 

Webex apps can also use Wi-Fi to discover Webex Room devices and manually connect 

using a PIN. For more information, see the following articles: 

Manage Wi-Fi Discovery of Webex Room Devices article at 

https://help.webex.com/article/nz9iowf  

Find and Connect to Nearby Cisco Webex Devices from Cisco Webex Apps article at 

https://help.webex.com/article/qtsdfy  

https://help.webex.com/article/nz9iowf
https://help.webex.com/article/qtsdfy
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Webex Rooms - Camera and Microphone Security 

With cloud collaboration, users not only expect common security features, such as 

encryption of data in transit and at rest, but in addition to this they also want to know that 

their cloud connected devices can provide privacy when devices are both in use and idle.  

Camera and Microphone Use and Controls 

Device indications of camera and microphone usage are arguably more important for 

cloud connected devices. Users want to know that no media is streamed to the cloud 

when a camera or microphone is muted, and similarly that no media is streamed to the 

cloud when the device is not being used for calls and meetings. 

All Webex Room devices allow their camera and/or microphone to be muted during a 

call. When Webex Rooms are in a call and muted, or not in a call, no media is streamed 

from the camera and/or microphone to the Webex cloud. 

Cognitive Collaboration 

Similar controls are also in place for the cognitive collaboration features available on 

Webex Room devices, for example a wake word is used to activate Webex Assistant, 

Face detection data vectors are created on the device, noise detection and suppression 

operates locally on the device.  

The use of cognitive collaboration features with Webex Rooms is discussed below, for 

more information on Data Handling and Privacy for Cognitive Collaboration see: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-

742369.html 

Webex Assistant 

Webex Assistant is a voice-controlled digital assistant that helps with many collaboration 

tasks. Webex Assistant is disabled by default and can be enabled in Webex Control Hub 

by checking the “Enable Webex Assistant” check box. Webex Assistant is activated by 

the wake-word, “OK, Webex.” The wake word is detected by the local active 

microphone on the device. The wake word detection process runs locally on the device. 

Once the wake word is detected, speech is streamed to the cloud for speech-to-text 

transcription. As wake word processing is local on the device, no audio data is streamed 

to the cloud until the wake-word is detected. This is reflected on-screen with state 

transitions and the resulting real-time speech-to-text transcription is displayed to the 

user. Note that the wake-word respects device features, for example, if mute is active on 

the device the wake-word cannot be detected. Further information on the security of 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
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Webex Assistant can be found here: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-

742369.html 

Face Recognition and Name Labels 

Facial recognition is used to recognize individuals and display their name labels in 

meetings. Organizations and individual end-users must opt in to use facial recognition. 

Users must enroll for facial recognition. This serves two purposes: 

1. The user takes an intentional step to opt-in to the feature 

2. The user provides an image of their face for the system to generate a feature vector 

In operation, during a meeting, when a face is detected by the Webex Room device, a 

feature vector for the user is calculated on the device. The feature vector is sent to the 

Webex Cloud and matched against known vectors from the face recognition enrollment 

process. When a match is found, the resulting name data is retrieved, resulting in a name 

label being displayed for the user in the meeting. Further information on the security of 

face recognition can be found here: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-

742369.html 

Background Noise Detection and Suppression 

Noise detection in Webex Room devices applies pre-trained supervised machine learning 

models locally on the device to identify specific background noises in the media path. 

When a noise is detected on a Webex room devices, the audio is automatically 

suppressed until someone in the room begins speaking again. Noise detection and 

suppression operates locally on the device and not as a cloud service. No data goes to 

the cloud for noise detection or suppression. 

Webex Rooms - Remote Monitoring Option Key 

The remote monitoring feature allows an administrator to monitor a room from the Webex 

Room’s web interface. In order to enable the feature, an option key must be purchased 

for the device and installed. As part of this purchasing procedure, it will be made clear 

that use of this feature requires the purchaser to comply with local laws and regulations 

with regards to privacy. Remote monitoring is useful when you want to control the video 

device from another location. Snapshots from cameras appear in the web interface, so 

you can check the camera view and control the camera without being in the room. If 

enabled, snapshots are refreshed automatically approximately every 5 seconds. Whilst 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/white-paper-c11-742369.html
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Remote Monitoring provides a useful function, local laws and regulations with regard to 

privacy and user notification must be considered before enabling this feature. 

“PLEASE BE AWARE THAT IF YOU ENABLE THE REMOTE MONITORING OPTION YOU 

MUST MAKE SURE THAT YOU COMPLY WITH LOCAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS WITH 

REGARD TO PRIVACY AND PROVIDE ADEQUATE NOTICE TO USERS OF THE SYSTEM 

THAT THE SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR MAY MONITOR AND CONTROL THE CAMERA AND 

SCREEN. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO COMPLY WITH PRIVACY REGULATIONS 

WHEN USING THE SYSTEM AND CISCO DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY UNLAWFUL 

USE OF THIS FEATURE” 

Webex Rooms – Physical Port and Interface Security 

Webex Rooms support several physical interface types that can be used to connect to 

external devices, such as microphones, speakers, cameras, and PCs to augment your 

experience in meetings and calls. Webex Room devices support some or all of the 

following interface types for audio/video/data connections: 

 

These Webex Room device interfaces can be enabled or disabled, from the device’s 

Web UI, or API. 

Other 

Web-Engine 

Web apps and digital signage use a built-in web-engine to operate. This web-engine is 

running Chromium, using Linux sandboxing. Sandboxing ensures that code execution 

cannot make permanent changes to the host or access confidential information on the 

host. More can be read about Chromium Linux sandboxing at the Chromium project site. 

• Mini Jack 

• Ethernet 

• Bluetooth 

• Aux 

• RS-232 

 

• USB 

• HDMI 

• SDI 

• Display Port 

• VGA 
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The web-engine has no access to the Webex Rooms’ filesystem and any URLs that are 

visited are removed from logs to protect privacy. If an HTTP proxy is configured on a 

Webex Room, the web-engine will send its traffic to this proxy. 
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Appendix 1: TLS and Cipher Suites 

TLS Overview and TLS Version History 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) was created to provide authentication, confidentiality 

(data encryption), and data integrity between client and server applications. Determining 

the identity of the server is achieved by the server sending its CA signed certificate, 

chain of intermediate certificates and optionally the CA root certificate to the client for 

verification, as shown in Figure 15 - Webex Rooms - TLS Handshake. The session is 

secured using symmetric encryption, the encryption cipher suite, and encryption key 

generation method for the session being negotiated before any data is sent. Key 

generation involves an exchange of values between the client and server, that allows 

both to generate a shared secret that is not transmitted and therefore not available to 

eavesdroppers. Once the cipher suite has been negotiated and the shared symmetric 

encryption key generated, each encrypted message is sent with a message 

authentication code to detect if the data in transit has been modified.   

 

Figure 15 - Webex Rooms - TLS Handshake 

TLS 1.0 

TLS 1.0 was first defined in 1999 and is based on the Secure Sockets Layer Protocol 

Version 3.0 (SSL 3.0). Evolving regulatory requirements and security vulnerabilities 

discovered in TLS 1.0 and SSL, have led to recommendations that they be disabled, in 

favor of the newer TLS versions of 1.1 and 1.2. More recently, the initiative to deprecate 

SSL and TLS 1.0 has be driven by the Data Security Standards defined by the Payment 

Card Industry (PCI). As of June 30, 2018, in order to comply with the PCI Data Security 

Standard (DSS), all websites must use TLS 1.1 or higher. 
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TLS 1.1 

In April 2006, TLS 1.1 was published as a minor update to TLS 1.0. For more information 

on TLS 1.1, see RFC 4346. The primary changes in TLS 1.1 provide protections against 

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) attacks, by adopting explicit initialization vector selection 

and changing the way that padding errors are processed. Most web browser vendors 

plan to deprecate TLS 1.1 in 2020. 

TLS 1.2 

In 2008, TLS 1.2 was released and published as RFC 5246. TLS 1.2 is currently the most 

widely used version of TLS and has several improvements in security when compared to 

TLS 1.1, particularly for negotiation of cryptographic algorithms. 

A summary of the major differences between TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 described in RFC 

5246 include: 

• Stronger hashing algorithms (SHA-2) for MAC and pseudorandom function 

(PRF) computations 

• Client and server ability to specify the accepted hash and signature algorithms. 

• Support for cipher suites using Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data 

(AEAD) e.g. AES-128-GCM and AES-256 GCM, which are computationally 

more efficient and not only encrypt, but also authenticate data. 

• AES cipher suites that support elliptical curve cryptography 

• TLS extensions (see https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6066) 

TLS 1.1 and 1.2 support many cipher suites, greater than 100 ciphers, for more 

information, see https://www.openssl.org/docs/manmaster/man1/ciphers.html. Many of 

the cipher suites listed in the above link have known vulnerabilities and should be 

avoided, for example, cipher suites that use DES or RC4 encryption. Webex Room 

devices can negotiate only a small subset of the cipher suites with Webex Services. 

TLS 1.3 

TLS 1.3 was defined in RFC 8446 in August 2018.  

A summary of the major differences between TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3 described in RFC 

8446 include: 

• The list of supported symmetric encryption algorithms has been pruned of all 

legacy algorithms.  The remaining algorithms are all Authenticated Encryption 

with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithms.   

https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4346.txt
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246
https://www.keycdn.com/support/elliptic-curve-cryptography
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6066
https://www.openssl.org/docs/manmaster/man1/ciphers.html
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8446
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• A zero-roundtrip time (0-RTT) mode was added to improve connection setup 

times. 

• Static RSA and Diffie-Hellman cipher suites have been removed. All public key 

based key exchange mechanisms now provide forward secrecy. 

• Elliptic curve algorithms are now in the base specification and new digital 

signature algorithms, such as EdDSA, are included.  

TLS 1.3 has several significant improvements over TLS 1.2, but has yet to be widely 

adopted. 

TLS Cipher Suites Used by the Webex Cloud 

TLS signalling connections from Webex Room devices to Webex services use TLS 

version 1.2 only and negotiate the following strong cipher suites with Webex services, in 

order of preference: 

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384  

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384  

• TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

These cipher suites meet the guidelines defined in the US National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-52 Revision 2. For more information, see 

Guidelines for the Selection, Configuration, and Use of Transport 4 Layer Security (TLS) 

Implementations.  

These ECDHE based cipher suites are a subset of those listed in Section 3.3.1.1.2 – 

“Cipher Suites for RSA Certificates”, the other ciphers defined in Section 3.3.1.1.2 use 

Diffie Hellman Ephemeral (DHE) for key generation which is less CPU efficient than 

ECDHE. 

All the negotiable cipher suites have the following features in common: 

Elliptical Curve Diffie Hellman Ephemeral (ECDHE) Key Generation 

Elliptical Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) is an anonymous key agreement protocol that 

allows two parties, each having an elliptic curve public and private key pair, to establish a 

shared secret over an insecure channel, through the exchange of their elliptic curve 

public keys. The shared secret is used to derive the symmetric encryption key used by 

the TLS session.  

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-52/rev-2/final
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-52/rev-2/final
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With Elliptical Curve Diffie Hellman Ephemeral (ECDHE) key generation, for each TLS 

session: the client and the server exchange new elliptic curve public keys to generate a 

new shared secret and derive a new symmetric encryption key. Using ECDHE provides 

“forward secrecy”, whereby if the elliptic curve private key, shared secret, or symmetric 

key for a TLS session is compromised, previous and future TLS sessions cannot be 

decrypted using these compromised values. 

RSA Authentication  

ECDHE-RSA key generation uses the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) public key 

associated with the server certificate to sign and authenticate the ephemeral elliptic 

curve public keys exchanged between the client and server.  

• The RSA public key in the server’s RSA certificate is sent from the server to 

the client prior to key negotiation and is used to sign the ephemeral elliptic 

curve public key sent by the client to the server. 

• The server’s RSA private key is used to sign the ephemeral elliptic curve public 

key sent by the server to the client. 

• The server’s signed ephemeral elliptic curve public key has its integrity 

authenticated by the client, verifying its digital signature using the server’s RSA 

certificate public key.  

• The client’s signed ephemeral elliptic curve public key has its integrity 

authenticated by the server using its private key. 

Encryption Algorithms  

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 

The negotiable symmetric key encryption algorithms used between Webex Room devices 

and Webex services use a subset of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) ciphers 

defined by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST): 

• AES-256-GCM 

• AES-128-GCM 

• AES-256-CBC 

• AES-128-CBC  

Standardized in 2001 the AES algorithm features a cipher block size of 128 bits and three 

key length options: 128, 192 or 256 bits.  

AES symmetric encryption is widely used today, mostly with 128-bit or 256-bit key 

lengths. The US National Security Agency classifies AES-256 as strong enough to 
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protect TOP SECRET data. For more information, see: 

https://apps.nsa.gov/iaarchive/programs/iad-initiatives/cnsa-suite.cfm.  

GCM and CBC Encryption Modes 

The AES encryption algorithms used by Webex Rooms support two encryption modes for 

fixed size blocks of plaintext: 

• Galois Counter Mode (GCM)  

• Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode 

Galois Counter Mode (GCM) encryption was introduced with TLS1.2. GCM encryption 

operates on 128-bit blocks of data and can be performed in parallel, making the 

algorithm more efficient than other algorithms such as CBC. GCM is an Authenticated 

Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithm. The output of an encryption cycle for 

a block of plaintext is the encrypted cipher text and an authentication tag. Only AEAD 

based encryption algorithms are allowed with TLS 1.3. AES encryption using GCM is 

faster and more secure than AES CBC. 

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode is an older encryption algorithm and is available for 

use in TLS versions 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2. CBC mode encryption also uses a 128-bit data 

block size, but cannot take advantage of parallel processing as encryption is sequential 

and each block of plaintext is XORed with the previous ciphertext block before being 

encrypted. CBC is useful for interoperability with older TLS implementations and can be 

faster when used on older CPU hardware. 

TLS 1.2 supports over 100 negotiable cipher suites, some of which use cipher suites with 

known weaknesses or performance inefficiencies. 

Secure Hash Algorithms SHA-256 and SHA-384 

SHA-256 and SHA-384 are part of the SHA-2 family of secure hash algorithms. Secure 

Hash Algorithms (SHA) are used in TLS to authenticate the data’s origin and/or to 

validate the integrity of data. Hash algorithms such as the SHA family can be used in TLS 

as follows:  

• To provide message authenticity when the encryption algorithm doesn’t use 

authenticated encryption, for example: AES-CBC  

• As part of a Pseudo Random Function (PRF) used to compute the shared 

master secret during client-server key exchange. For more information, see 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246#section-5·       

https://apps.nsa.gov/iaarchive/programs/iad-initiatives/cnsa-suite.cfm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XOR
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246#section-5
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• To authenticate the encrypted Finished message of the TLS Handshake 

protocol    

• The SHA algorithms are part of a family of secure hash algorithms defined in 

NIST FIPS 180-4. This family of secure hash algorithms can be grouped into 

three sets:  

• SHA-1: 160-bit hash output 

• SHA-2: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-

512/256 

• SHA-3: SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-384, SHA3-512   

 

SHA-1  

Because of know weaknesses, Certificate Authorities and web browsers deprecated 

using certificates with SHA-1 based digital signatures in 2017.Any certificates used for 

TLS connections should be using SHA-2 based digital signatures.  

The use of SHA-1 with certificates, should not be confused with its use in a TLS cipher 

suite. For example, although not preferred, SHA-1 for message authentication is still 

supported in TLS cipher suites such as TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA. In 

this context, SHA (SHA-1) is used to generate a keyed-hash message authentication 

code (HMAC) for each encrypted message. HMAC uses a symmetric cryptographic key, 

specifically generated for this MAC function during the TLS handshake, in conjunction 

with a hash function (SHA-1) to provide a strong form of message authentication. 

SHA-2 

The SHA-2 family of hashing algorithms produce hash outputs of either 224, 256, 384, or 

512 bits. SHA-2 is the most commonly used set of secure hash algorithms with TLS 1.2 

cipher suites and is used by Certificate Authorities for digital signatures in all new 

certificates. TLS 1.3, published as RFC 8446 in August 2018, specifies the use of SHA-2 

hashing algorithms only, specifically SHA-256 and SHA-384. 

SHA-3 

SHA-3 is the latest member of the Secure Hash Algorithm family of standards, released 

by NIST on August 5, 2015. Although SHA-3 offers improvements in performance, 

versatility and security, it is not widely deployed today. 

https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/key
https://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/hashing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Hash_Algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIST
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